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"Eet mor chikin."

TOSSUPS

1. In the 4th quarter, Lance Rentzel caught a halfback option pass from Dan Reeves to put the Cowboys up 17-14.  After the subsequent drive, Ken Bowman & Jerry Kramer blocked for a quarterback sneak by Bart Starr for the winning touchdown for the Packers.  FTP, what is this December 31, 1967 NFL Championship game commonly known as, for its -48 degrees wind chill on the frozen tundra of Lambeau Field?
answer: The Ice Bowl [accept "1967 NFL Championship" on early buzz]

2. They first made noise in 1994 when they released the single "Da Underground."  The next 2 years saw the singles "Samba Magic" and "Flylife."  They then signed with XL Recordings and released their first full album Remedy.  The group is comprised of  British DJs & producers Simon Ratcliffe and Felix Buxton.  FTP, name this group whose 2001 album Rooty features such singles as "Romeo" and "Where's Your Head At?"
answer: Basement Jaxx

3. Her best friend is called Pepsi Robichaud, & her favorite doll is named Mona Bologna.  Her mother is Quilla Anderson, & her older brother is Pete. She has recently moved to Malden, Maine, & her father Larry lives closer to Boston.  She goes to North Conway, New Hampshire, to hike the Appalachian Trail, but gets lost.  FTP, name this nine-year old Red Sox fan in a book by Stephen King.
answer: The Girl Who Loved Tom Gordon or Trisha McFarland

4. Her real name is Dame Marjorie Chardin.  She married Frederick, a doctor at a University in Vienna, but they were interned at a concentration camp. After she came to the US, she posed nude for Glaucus and broke into pet stores to liberate canaries.  She created "odorifics" -- "smell art," and would like to be a sunflower.  FTP, name this frequent attendee of funerals who meets Harold (Bud Cort) & is played by Ruth Gordon.
answer: Maude

5. In 1853, he was sent to join Tseng Kuo-fan's army to fight against the Taipings.  He became a viceroy of Fukien and Kansu provinces, but returned home to fight Nien rebels and Muslim invaders into Hunan province. FTP, name this Chinese general who apparently liked lightly-battered chicken pieces fries & served in a spicy sauce. 
answer: General Tso T'sung-t'ang

6. This city's most famous TV reporter is Stanley Whitfield, & its major store is Malph's.  The Morebux family is the richest, & Police Chief Hittledee has arrested Lenny Baxter & Harold Smith.  For a time, the town seemed to be protected by Major Man, but he was a fraud exposed near Miss Keane's kindergarten at Pokey Oaks.  FTP, name this city also populated byMiss Sara Bellum, Professor Utonium, Mojo Jojo, & the Powerpuff Girls.
answer: Townsville

7. The fastest win was in 1980 by Buddy Baker.  It was first run in 1959, but it wasn't until 1979 when it reached a national audience on CBS, when a last-lap crash between Cale Yarborough & Donnie Allison allowed Richard Petty to win.  It has long been the first race of the Winston Cup series. FTP, what is this premier NASCAR race run in Florida?
answer: Daytona 500

8. It has caused unrest among the younger generation -- induction then destruction. Who wants to die?  I despise this thing, because it means destruction of innocent lives and it  means tears to thousands of mothers how when their sons go off to fight
and lose their lives. What is it good for? Absolutely nothing! FTP, what is this song by Edwin Starr?
answer: War

9. Jeffrey Skilling had been this company's CEO for just six months when he fled in August, 2001.  "Our performance has never been stronger; our business model has never been more robust," said the next CEO  Ken Lay. Nevertheless, many employees now have no 401K's since the stock plummeted after the company went bankrupt.  FTP, what is (or was) this giant energy corporation?
answer: Enron

10. The uncle of Leslie Nielsen, he played Dr. Paul Christian in a series of films in the 1930s & 40s.  He also played Shirley Temple's grandfather in Heidi.  His most famous roles may be as Jo Stengel in Dinner at Eight, as Senf, the elevator operator in Grand Hotel , or as SheriffSchouler in Greed.  He served as president of the motion picture Academy for many years & was instrumental in incorporating philanthropic efforts for the Awards. FTP, name this man whose name now graces the honorary Oscar for Humanitarian service.
Answer: Jean Hersholt

11. This company was founded in 1919 when Frank Wright decided to help market a beverage concocted by Roy Allen.  They started selling in America's first drive-in café.  In the 1920's, when refrigeration was problematic, an employee of the company thought of adding ice cream to the main drink, creating a float.  FTP, name this company famous for its frosty mugs of root beer.
answer: A&W

12. Although born in London in 1943, she graduated from Pasadena (CA) High School.  She returned to England in 1961, & began making small appearances on The Saint and The Avengers.  She played Miss Hannigan in 1995's Annie: a Royal Adventure and Eli in All I Want is You & You & You.  FTP, name this actress whose first film was The Adding Machine, but who is best remembered
for her many roles with Monty Python.
answer: Carol Cleveland

13. Its field is actually named the Edwin J. Anderson Field.In 1984, it was the home to the inaugural Cherry Bowl college football game.  It was also the first-ever "cold-weather" site to host the Super Bowl -- XVI in 1982. In 1987, it saw both a mass by Pope John Paul II & Wrestlemania III.  In 1997, the Motor City Bowl began to be played there.  FTP, what is this stadium that in Dec. 2001 saw its last home game of the Detroit Lions?
answer: Pontiac Silverdome

14. Although Dick Parry receives credit for saxophone on this album, the vocals of the manager of the band, Roger the Hat, doorman Jerry Driscoll, and Pete Watts are not credited.  The lead vocals of Clare Torry on one track is mentioned.  A Best Engineering Grammy went to Alan Parsons for this 1973 album.  FTP, name this album featuring "Us and Them" and "Money" by Pink Floyd.
answer: Dark Side of the Moon

15. Her last name is Reichardt, which was revealed when she sued the school board over the dress code.  Her father calls her a "rare gem," and with José Peterson forms a baseball team in her own neighborhood that compete's with Chuck's team.  FTP, name this girl whose best friend Marcie always calls her "Sir."
answer: Peppermint Patty

16. Much of this film takes place in Lo Tinto, a cabaret in Mogador.  Amy Jolly works at lo Tinto, where she meets Tom Brown, who is about to undertake a dangerous mission with the Foreign Legion.  FTP, name this sultry 1930 classic featuring Gary Cooper in a uniform & Marlene Dietrich in a tuxedo - Yum! 
answer: Morocco

17. He hates lima beans, but had them for supper.  He thinks he accidentally called Australia at his father's office, & thinks he may move there.  He wakes up with gum in his hair as an omen of things to come in a Judith Viorst book.  FTP, name this kid who has a terrible, horrible, no-good, very bad day.
answer: Alexander

18. This show had had success in versions on the BBC & in Canada, so, in 1997, WGBH decided to bring it to the States.  The first host was Chris Jussel, & it has made stars out of Noel Barrett, John Buxton, & the twins Leigh & Leslie Keno.  FTP, name this PBS show now hosted by Dan Elias that shows that one person's trash is another's treasure. 
answer: Antiques Roadshow

19. She has been working with choreographers Lori Nichol and Sarah Kawahara since her October split with longtime coach Frank Carroll.  Her autobiography is called Heart of a Champion.  In 1994, she was World Junior Champion & placed 8th in the regular Championships.  Her first US & World titles came in 1996.  FTP, name this 1998 Olympic Silver medalist & 2002 US Ladies Figure Skating champion.
answer: Michelle Kwan

20. She recently confirmed that she married producer Robert Smith (not of the Cure!) with whom she has been recording her forthcoming album Full Moon.  Her first album was released in 1995 after the sitcom she was on (Thea) was canceled.  Hits like "I Wanna Be Down" were just a prelude to her 1998 album Never Say Never, which featured "U Don't Know Me" and the duet with Monica "The Boy Is Mine."  FTP, name this fine girl, former star of Moesha.
answer: Brandy Norwood

21. Born in Trelawny, Jamaica, she became a devotee of lukumi --a Yoruba-based religion--after being possessed by Shango.  She was initiated into ifa divination, but many of her American friends were unfamiliar with this system, so she became adept at another.  FTP, name this woman, who can be contacted at mindandspirit.com, as well as by telephone, for a Tarot reading.
answer: Miss Cleo

22. Josh Hartnett plays Tom Stoddard, who is bemused by his parents' behavior.  The sexy Alex (Nastassia Kinski) and Auburn (Jenna Elfman) add more spice to the travails of the divorce of Mona and Griffin Miller and to the doubts of architect Peter Stoddard & his wife Ellie.  FTP, name this 2001 comedy starring Goldie Hawn, Garry Shandling, Diane Keaton, & Warren Beatty.
answer: Town & Country

23. When Johnny Thunder left the Justice Society, she took his roster spot. When the JSA & JLA teamed up to fight Aquarius, her husband Larry Lance was killed, and she decided to go to Earth-One with the Justice League. Eventually, she learned that she was actually the mutant daughter of the original Dinah Drake, who had sonic powers as well as her knowledge of martial arts.  FTP, name this blonde bombshell & often partner of Green Arrow.
answer: Black Canary

24. Alice Alfonsi has written a diary of this television character.  Her neighbors the Bennetts just think she is an eccentric, and don't think that she is 300 years old.  After she failed to kill Charity, her powers began to fail her, although Timmy can still be animated.  FTP, name this resident of Harmony, played by Juliet Mills, from NBC's Passions.
answer: Tabitha Lenox
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B1. Answer the following about the stupidest year of Oscars for writing--the 1956 Awards, FTP each.
a. Best Original Motion Picture Story went to Robert Rich for The Brave One, but Rich was the pseudonym used by this blacklisted Hollywood 10 writer.
answer: Dalton Trumbo
b. Best Original Screenplay went to this movie by Albert Lamorisse, whose short film about a child chasing the title object had no dialogue whatsoever.
answer: The Red Balloon or Le ballon rouge
c. In the apogee of stupidity, Phil Barry & John Patrick did not receive a writing nomination for this picture. Ellwood Ullman & Edward Bernds did, although their movie (with the same name) had come out the previous year.The fact that the film is the musical adaptation of The Philadelphia Story compounds the idiocy of a Best Original Screenplay nomination.
answer: High Society

B2. Identify these candies produced by JustBorn, FTP each.
a. These marshmallowy baby chicks seen around Easter may be JustBorn's most recognizable product.
answer: Peeps
b. This candy with a rhyming name is not quite a gumdrop, but isn't just a jelly bean, either. Some say it was named for President Eisenhower.
answer: Mike and Ike
c. These are basically Mike & Ike's, except they are a spicy cinnamon flavor. 
answer: Hot Tamales

B3. In the instant-classic episode "Once More with Feeling" of Buffy the Vampire Slayer, the characters burst into song.  Given one of the songs from that episode, tell which character sang each, FTP each.
a. (Let Me) Rest in Peace
answer: Spike
b. "Under Your Spell"
answer: Tara
c. "Standing in the Way"
answer: Giles

B4. Several NHL players have been seeking their 500th career goal. Identify these, FTP each.
a. This Detroit Red Wing was at 492 goals (as of Jan. 16).
answer: Brendan Shanahan
b. The Dallas Stars had 2 players on their roster close to the 500 goal mark.  One has 485 goals, while the other has 459 goals. Name both of them.
answer: Joe Nieuwendyk and Pierre Turgeon

B5. I'm sorry, Ms. Jackson, this question's for real.  Although Michael & Janet were the Jacksons who had the biggest hits in the 80s, others in their family had successes.  Identify these siblings, FTP each.
a. He opened the 80s with his song "Let's Get Serious," co-written by Stevie Wonder and also struck gold with "Dynamite" and "Do What They Do"
answer: Jermaine Jackson
b. This eldest Jackson sister hit the Top 20 with her slinky song "Centipede"
answer: Rebbie [REE-bee] Jackson
c. She had a minor hit with "Heart Don't Lie" before recording "You're Gonna Get Rocked" with Full Force.
answer: LaToya Jackson

B6. Answer these questions about the lush life, FTP.
a. This is a malt beverage that historically was unhopped. Today, it is a generic term used to describe hopped beers that use top fermenting yeast
answer: ale
b. This is a beer produced by spontaneous fermentation. This style is typically made in Belgium, named after a Flemish town.
answer: lambic (Lambeek, Belgium)
c. This is any beer that is bottom fermented (the yeast rests on the bottom of the fermenting vessel under the beer). Specifically there are 5 types:
Pilsner, Dortmunder, Bock, Vienna (a.k.a Octoberfest), and Munich.
answer: lager

B7. Given a description, name the film that treats the Leopold & Loeb case, FTP each.
a. This 1948 Hitchcock film based on the case, but never mentioning names, stars Farley Granger and John Dall as the killers.
answer: Rope
b. In this 1959 film, Robert Fleischer filmed Meyer Lansky's novel about the case, starring Orson Welles as Clarence Darrow.
answer: Compulsion
c. In 1992, Tom Kalin queered the usual depiction in this film that was a darling of the independent circuit.
answer: Swoon

B8. Identify the following from Agatha Christie's classic Murder on the Orient Express, for the stated number of points.
a. For 5 -- this detective investigates the murder.
answer: Hercule Poirot
b. For 10 -- this is the method by which the kidnapper Armstrong is murdered on the Orient Express.
answer: stabbing or knife or equivalent
c. For 15 -- this is the car in which Armstrong's cabin was and which was the scene of the murder.  It gave the original title to the book.
answer: the Calais Coach

B9. Given the names of the guys from Sex & the City, name the actor who plays each, FTP each.
a. "Mr. Big"
answer: Chris Noth
b. Trey MacDougal
answer: Kyle MacLachlan
c. Aidan Shaw
answer: John Corbett

B10. The author of this question is on a diet.  If he were to tip the scales at the following weights, in what division would he box, FTP each?
a. 118 pounds
answer: bantamweight
b. 145 pounds
answer: welterweight
c. 165 pounds
answer: super middleweight

B11. Identify the song, 40-30-20-10-5-1.
40: It was recorded in the 20th century.
30: The song appeared on Michael Hedges album Aerial Boundaries and on Nana Mouskouri's Nana's Book of Songs, as well as on the Flaming Lips' greatest hits.
20: Linda Ronstadt has recorded the song twice: on Feels Like Home, and with Dolly Parton & Emmylou Harris on Trio 2.
10: The song was a substantial hit for the group Prelude.
5: This Neil Young song that mentions "silver saucers" also appears on the soundtrack to Shallow Hal.
1: Neil Young recorded it as the title track for his album After the Gold Rush.
answer: After the Gold Rush

B12. Since Salt Lake City hosted the 2002 Winter Olympics, answer the following about other Winter Olympics sites, FTP each.
a. This city is to be the site of the 2006 Games.
answer: Torino (or Turin), Italy
b. Innsbruck, Austria, hosted the 1976 Games, after this North American city, which had won the honor, messed up & chickened out.
answer: Denver
c. The Salt Lake City Olympics was only the second Winter Olympics held in the Mountain Time Zone.  What other city that hosted the Winter Olympics lies in this time zone?
answer: Calgary, Alberta, Canada (1988)

B13. Given a film, name the actor who played Count Dracula in each, FTP each.
a. Love at First Bite
answer: George Hamilton
b. Dracula, AD 1972
answer: Christopher Lee
c. Dracula 2000
answer: Gerard Butler

B14. Tend to your own knitting!  Identify these kinds of stitches, FTP each. 
a. With yarn in front, insert tip of right needle from back to front through next stitch on left needle. Wrap yarn counterclockwise around needle. Pull loop through to back. Slide worked stitch off left needle
answer: purl
b. Insert tip of right needle in next stitch as if to purl. Then slide stitch off left needle onto right needle.
answer: slip stitch
c. With yarn in back, insert tip of right needle in front of next stitch on left needle. Wrap yarn counter clockwise around tip of needle. Pull loop through stitch to front. Slide worked stitch off left needle.
answer: knit

B15. Name these post Three's Company series that have featured John Ritter, FTP each.
a. This 1987-89 series was one of the first "dramedies."  Ritter starred as a San Francisco police detective, whose relations with the Captain (Barbara Bosson) and the super (Debrah Farentino) of the apartment he inherited
answer: Hooperman
b. In this 1992-92 sitcom, Ritter played John Hartman, a senator's aide. Markie Post co-starred as his wife, & Billy Bob Thornton played, well, Billy Bob.
answer: Heart's Afire
c. Ritter currently gives voice to this canine on PBS Kids.
answer: Clifford, the Big Red Dog

B16. Identify these figures in the Black Sox scandal of 1919, FTP each.
a. This Sox first baseman was the prime mover in getting the Sox to fix the World Series for cash.
answer: Chick Gandil
b. The Black Sox needed the money in some respects, because this owner of the Sox was super-cheap.
answer: Charles Comiskey
c. He sent Comiskey a letter, saying that the series might've been fixed. He hit .375 in the Series, but did accept $5,000 from the gamblers.
answer: "Shoeless" Joe Jackson

B17. Name these top-40 hits written & produced by Jim Steinman, FTP each. 
a. This song hit the top 40 twice.  In 1981, Steinman himself recorded the song for his Bad for Good album, and Meat Loaf hit the top-40 again with the song in the 90s.
answer: Rock and Roll Dreams Come Through
b. This 1983 song that Steinman wrote & produced for a Welsh woman was number one on the charts while Air Supply's "Making Love Out of Nothing at All," (another Steinman project) was at number 2.
answer: Total Eclipse of the Heart
c. Steinman invited Celine Dion to record this song, which again was a top-40 hit.
answer: It's All Coming Back To Me Now

B18. You can't judge a book by its cover.  Given a description of a cover of a Danielle Steele book, name it FTP each.
a. This recent best-seller features a Klimt painting on the cover.
answer: The Kiss
b. It features the Titanic sinking under the waves on the cover.
answer: No Greater Love
c. A helicopter is silhouetted against a camouflage background.
answer: Message from 'Nam

B19. The film Wo hu kang long  is known as Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon in English.  Give the answers to these questions (in English) about the film, FTP each.
a. Yu Shu Lien is played by this actress.
answer: Michelle Yeoh
b.  Jen Yu is tutored by this criminal, played by Pei-pei Chang.
answer: Jade Fox
c. Jen covets this sword owned by Li Mu Bai.
answer: the Green Destiny

B20. Answer these questions about David Bowie's video for his song "Fashion," FTP each.
a. "Fashion" was a single from this album.
answer: Scary Monsters
b. Although Carlos Alomar did the guitar work on the album, this guitarist, famous for his work with Hall & Oates and as a leader of the Saturday Night Live band, appeared in the video.
answer: G. E. Smith
c. This original MTV VJ appeared in the video of "Fashion"
answer: Alan Hunter

B21. Name these minor characters from The Flintstones, FTP each.
a. He is Fred's boss at the quarry.
answer: Mr. Slate
b. This family led by Weirdly & Creepella move next door to the Flintstones in the later years.
answer: the Gruesomes
c. Although sometimes he is one of Fred's best friends, he also annoys Fred by being a loudmouth and by winning all the athletic events at the Water Buffaloes' picnic.
answer: Joe Rockhead

B22. Identify these women's basketball greats, FTP each.
a. She was a 3-time All-American for Old Dominion (1978-80).  Called "Lady Magic," she played on the men's pro team the Springfield Fame of the USBL for a time. In 1997, she played with the Phoenix Mercury of the WNBA & then moved to the Detroit Shock as coach & manager.
answer: Nancy Lieberman-Cline
b. She was the first woman to receive a full athletic scholarship to UCLA. In 1979, she was signed by the Indiana Pacers & tried out, although she didn't make the team.
answer: Ann Meyers
c. She won NCAA championships with USC in 1983 & '84 & became the first basketball player--male or female--to have her number retired.  In 1997, she became the head coach & manager of the Phoenix Mercury.
answer: Cheryl Miller

B23. Name these Willie Nelson albums, FTP each.
a. This seminal 1975 mostly-acoustic album featured such hits as "Remember Me (When the Candlelights Are Gleaming)" and "Blue Eyes Crying in the Rain."
answer: Red Headed Stranger
b. This 1978 album featured Willie covering American pop classics, like "Georgia on My Mind" and "Blue Skies."
answer: Stardust
c. This 2002 release features duets with Brian McKnight, Sheryl Crow, Kid Rock & Rob Thomas.
answer: The Great Divide

B24. Tell whether each of the following statements refer to Hot Wheels, Matchbox cars, both or neither -- F5P each.
a. Created by Elliot Handler.
answer: Hot Wheels
b. Was developed by the Lesney company.
answer: Matchbox
c. Produced the "SuperFast" line.
answer: Matchbox (note: created to compete with Hot Wheels)
d. Is now owned by Mattel.
answer: both
e. Was commissioned to make models of James Bond's cars.
answer: Matchbox
f. Made a Freddy Kruger model car.
answer: Matchbox
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